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Nitro-methane, twin turbo, top-fuel, full
blown, 2200 horsepower sales driver
that goes insane in gridlock and long
lines

A Passionate & driven SoCal native that
loves a good challenge. Foodie, movie
buff and a total mommas boy.

Mobile Marketing Fanatic, Courageous
Salesperson, and soon-to-be mom (not
exactly in that order).

Global Citizen, loves traveling, enjoys
watching Broadways. Savors life,
friends & family. Fav memory- Blessed
by Mother Teresa in Calcutta

I am a FIFA extraordinaire, peanut
butter connoisseur, and streetball
legend at my elementary school . My
mom says I’m handsome. Is it time to
eat yet?

N64 prodigy, avid baker, fitness craze of
the week extraordinaire, coffee addict,
meme spammer, slasher film critic,
seriously loves cheese.

Salt Creek local, Green Room chaser,
muy tranquilo, versatile, publisher
enthusiast, well rounded online digital
professional of all mediums. Also a
Ninja…

Colombian dog lover, people person,
salsa dancer and mobile enthusiast.

Loves food, music, and being active.

Scuba Diver, patent holder and
entrepreneur born and raised in
Southern California.

I am the most innovative person I know,
my mind operates at an extraordinary
speed. I like to believe that I express
myself: creatively, logically, and
efficiently. There is no task too small or
large that I can’t take on.

Literature, leisure, cooking, and Excel
enthusiast with a dash of musicianship.

Mac tech geek living the mobile life.

Pixel pusher, code dabbler, Apple
fanatic, all round good guy from Sunny
California.

Makes it all work together, high
availability / high load wizard, champion
of monitoring and logging, multitasking /
well organized wizard of support and
operations, avid sports fan and family
man.

Full service, concept to completion
developer for the modern, open source
web.

Interested in the application of systems
theory to make the world a better place
for all.

Full time multi-tasker, blogging mommy
who loves nature, enjoys hiking with her
dogs.

A man of various visual trades, who is
detail oriented, hungry for knowledge,
and a strategy gamer who proudly
wears the badges of “Nerd” and “Geek”.
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